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We consider a class of nonlinear periodic evolution equations. leaving invariant a 
cone in a real Banach space, and satisfying appropriate monotonicity requirements. 
A necessary and sufficient condition is found for the existence of a (unique. 
globally attractive) nontrivial periodic solution within the cone. Such a condition is 
expressed in terms of an associated linear equation. To establish this result. an 
abstract version of the familiar comparison techniques for parabolic equations is 
worked out. Applications and examples are also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Quasilinear parabolic equations with time-periodic coefficients have been 
considered in the literature; see, e.g., [ 1. 6. 7. 91, where suffkient conditions 
for the existence of (positive) periodic solutions are displayed. In [ 1 1. 121, 
dealing with a class of quasilinear parabolic equations, a necessary and 
suffkient condition was established for the existence of a (in fact, unique and 
globally attractive) nontrivial nonnegative periodic solution. This was 
achieved in terms of a single parameter, which can be easily read off from 
the coeffkients of the equation. 
The purpose of the present paper is to extend the above mentioned result 
to a more general situation-namely, to a class of abstract periodic evolution 
equations leaving invariant a cone in a real Banach space. Specifically, we 
shall be dealing with 
ti = A(t)u + F(t, u)u, Bu=O. (1.1) 
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where u = u(t) E X’, X+ being a (reproducing, minihedral) cone in a real 
Banach space X. For each t E R, A(t) is supposed to be the generator of an 
analytic semigroup on X, moreover A(t) is l-periodic in t, and the depen- 
dence on t is such to guarantee the existence of a “Green’s function” (the 
non-autonomous counterpart of the generated semigroup). For any t E IF?. 
ZJ E Xc, F(t, U) is a linear bounded operator on X, depending smoothly on 
t, U, l-periodic in t, and “decreasing” in an appropriate sense in U. The linear 
operator B, which maps X into a (different) Banach space Z, is an abstract 
version of the boundary operator in the case of a partial differential equation. 
A further assumption on A(t), F(r, U) will be needed; in order to ensure the 
validity of comparison results for (1.1) (a key point, on which most of the 
present work relies). This will be done by introducing an appropriate class of 
linear operators, characterized by a positivity property which is essentially 
that enjoyed by an elliptic differential operator of the second order A’ in a 
space domain R, together with appropriate boundary conditions, expressed 
by the operator B, namely: 
Ku < 0 in Q, Eu > 0 in ai impiVy 24 > 0 in 0. (1.2) 
Thus, a preliminary part of the paper will be devoted to the investigation 
of this class, and to the proof of comparison results for abstract evolution 
equations. 
Let us now describe our main result: it is expressed in terms of the linear, 
l-periodic equation on X+ 
Ii = A (t)u + F(t, O)u, Bu=O. (1.3) 
Let I7, be the “period map” for (1.3) ( i.e., the linear operator mapping a 
solution of (1.3) at time t into the same solution at time I + 1), and denote 
by spr I7, its spectral radius. Our main theorem states that if spr I7, < 1. 
then every solution of (1.1) in X+ converges, as f -+ co, to zero; in particular, 
no nontrivial periodic solution of (1.1) exists in Xt. On the other hand, if 
spr I7, > 1, then a unique nontrivial l-periodic solution u * of (1. I ) exists in 
Xf , and any nontrivial solution of (1.1) in X+ approaches u * as f + ao. 
This result is exactly analogous to that proved in [ 121 for a single 
parabolic equation. In fact, the evaluation of spr IZ, in terms of A(t), F(t, 0) 
is easy whenever the operators A(t) + F(t, 0) commute with one another for 
different I’S; this was the situation encountered in [ 121, entailing an easy 
formulation of the condition which governs the onset of a nontrivial l- 
periodic solution. Although computing spr I7, is much more difftcult in the 
general case, we shall nonetheless discuss some applications to l-periodic 
quasilinear parabolic systems, where the necessary and sufftcient condition is 
expressed in terms of an ordinary linear (l-periodic) system. A particularly 
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simple situation will be shown to prevail whenever the periodicity arises in 
our system as a “small perturbation.” 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we set up the abstract 
framework ensuring the validity of comparison results for a class of abstract 
linear evolution equations: Section 3 is devoted to the specification of the 
hypotheses and to the statement of the main results, the proofs of which are 
contained in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss applications to quasilinear 
parabolic equations and systems. The paper is supplemented by a short 
Appendix, recalling some basic features of the theory of operators leaving 
invariant a cone in a Banach space [8]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES: A LINEAR PROBLEM 
Throughout this paper we shall use concepts and results of the theory of 
linear operators leaving invariant a cone in a (real) Banach space. For the 
reader’s convenience, some of them are recalled in the Appendix. 
2-a. Basic Assumptions 
Let X be a real Banach space, and X+ c X a reproducing, minihedral 
cone. We shall write u > ~1 (resp., 24 > u) if u - u E X+ (resp. 
u - u E X+\(O)). We suppose that the norm (] . (] of X is monotonic. 
The following hypotheses will play a crucial role in the sequel: 
(D-l) There is a Banach space D, compactly embedded in X. We 
write Dt for DfTX+. 
(D,-1) There is a D-closed subspace D,, dense in X. We write D,f for 
D,nX+. 
(Do-2) We assume that there is a vector d, E D,+ such that, for all 
compact set H c D, there is an w = W” so that u < wd, for all u E H. In 
particular, d, is an order-unit of D, (cf. [2]). 
(ZB-1) A Banach space Z with a cone Z+, together with a linear 
bounded operator % (“boundary operator”) such that (i) B: D + Z (onto), 
(ii) the nullspace N(B) of % coincides with D,. In other words, D/D,, and Z 
are isomorphic via B. Whenever no confusion may arise, we shall write “>” 
also for the order relation induced by Z’. 
(ZB-2) We further assume there is a vector z,, E Z+ such that, for any 
compact set K, KC Z, wK > 0 exists in order that 
z<w,z,, for all 2 E K. (2.1) 
In the following, let A denote a family A(s), s E IR of linear operators. 
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DEFINITION. We say that A belongs to the class 674: Z’ = 8(X, Xf , D, D,, 
d,, Z, Z+,B) if 
(Z-1) For any s E R, A(s): D -+ X is continuous as an operator from 
D to X, and closed as an operator from X to itself. 
(g-2) For any s E R, A,(s) =: A(s)/,, is the infinitesimal generator of 
an analytic semigroup exp(tA,(s)) (I > 0); in particular, D, is X-dense in X. 
Moreover, s + A,(s) satisfies regularity conditions of Kato-Tanabe type 
[4, 51 so as to ensure the existence of an evolution operator (or “Green’s 
function”) G,,(t, t’), t > t’, satisfying 
; G,(t, t’)x = A(t) G,(t, t/)x, t > t’, x E x, 
with 
II G& t’>ll ,< c,(f”) for t’,<t<t’+t”. 
and 
IlA(t) (‘>I1 <s for t’ < t < t’ + t”. 
(8-3) For any v E D, the mapping R 3 I-+ A(t)0 E X is locally 
Hdlder continuously differentiable for all t; A(t) is continuous as a map from 
D to X, for all t. 
(P-4) There exists o,, = w,(A) such that the following (maximum 
principle) holds: If, for some s E R, o > o,, (w - A(s)ju > 0 and Bu > 0, 
then u > 0. If, moreover, either (w - A(s))u > 0 or Bu > 0, then u 2 ad, for 
some a > 0. 
Remark. It follows in particular that the resolvent (o -A,(s))-’ is, for 
any s E IR, o > wt,, a &,-positive, compact operator on X, it then has an (up 
to normalization) unique positive eigenvector &,(s): A,(s) q+,(s) = L,(s) 4,,(s), 
satisfying t&,(s) > a,,(s)& for some a,,(s) > 0. In the following, we shall refer 
to A,,(s) and &,(s) as the principal eigenvalue and eigenvector of A,(s). (This 
terminology is justified since, by a known theorem [8], any other eigenvalue 
of (w -A,(s))-’ has magnitude less than A,,(s).) Note, moreover, that the 
solution operator G,(t, t’) is compact and &positive for t > t’. 
Observe further that, since a,(s)& < 4,,(s) < &(s)d, for some 0 ( aO(s) < 
p,,(s) (s E I?), the class 2’ does not change if d, is replaced by any of the 
&,(s)‘s, and d,-positivity is equivalent to g,(s)-positivity, for any s E IF?. 
Let us now introduce the operator P,(t): D + D,, defined, for w  >, w,,, by 
P,(t) =: (w - A,(t))-‘(o -A(t)). 
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Clearly, P,(t)’ = Z’,(t); therefore P,(r) projects D onto D,. and its 
nullspace N(P,(t)) is the nullspace of (cc, -A(r)).’ In other words, D is the 
topological direct sum of D, and N(o -A(t)) = N(P,(r)). Setting B,(r) =: 
Bl,,.,w-..w. we see that Bw(f) is an isomorphism between N(o -A(t)) and 
Z. Because of (P-4) B,(f)-’ is positive since B,ti(r) ‘Z + c D +. 
We conclude this subsection by observing that the (“stationary”) problem 
0x4 - A(s)u = fi Bu = g, (2.2) 
where f E X, g E Z has, for any o > w,, and any fixed s E R. the unique 
solution u E D: 
u = B,(t) - ‘g + (w - A,(s)) ‘f. 
and, iffEX+,gEZ+.thenuED+. Note that Bu = g might be thought of 
as a boundary condition (see the example’below, Section 3). 
We shall show that a companion result holds for the evolution equation 
associated with (2.2). This will be the object of the next subsection. 
2.b. The Linear Evolution Equation: Existence and Positiaitlv 
In this subsection, we shall assume A to belong to the class % introduced 
above. We shall denote by J a fixed, bounded interval of R. J = [ 0, j]. Let us 
first prove the following 
LEMMA 2.1. Lef g be a continuously differentiable function on J. taking 
tlalues in Z. Then u(f) =: B,(f)-‘g(f) E D is confinuousbf d@erentiable, too, 
and 
t;(f) = B,(r) - ‘g(t) + (o - A,(f)) - ‘k(t) B,(t) ‘g(r) on J. 
Proof: Since, for all f E J, Bw(t) v(t) = g(f), we infer 
(w -A(r)) v(f) = 0 for all t E J. 
In particular, if f,,t,+aEJ, defining AA=:A(t,+d)-A(t,) and 
Au =: v(t, + 6) - v(f,), we obtain 
(u -A@, + 6)) Au -AA@,) = 0. 
Now write Av = < + q, with < E D,, q E N(cc, - A(f, + 6)) so that 
< = (w - A,,(f, + 6)) - ’ AAo(t,) 
= (w - A&, + 6)) ’ AAB,(f,) - ‘g(t,). 
’ In general. f,(t) cannot be extended to a continuous operator on A’. 
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On the other hand, since BAv = B,(t, + 6)n = Ag =: g(tO + 6) - g(t,), we 
have 
q = B,(t,, + 6) - ‘Ag, 
whence the claim follows after dividing by 6 and passing to the limit 6 + 0. 
Let us now prove 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume f E C(J; X), g E C’(J; Z), h E D, with the 
compatibility condition Bh = g(0). Then the evolution problem 
W) = A (4 40 + f(t), 
Butt) = g(t), t E J, 
u(O) = h 
t E J, 
(2.3) 
has a unique mild’ solution u E C(J; X) which depends continuously on 
f, g, h (relative to the natural topologies in the respective spaces). If, in 
addition, f, g are Holder continuous, then the solution is classical. 
Proof: Let w,, be as in (Z-4), and w > wO. Introduce the auxiliary 
unknown w(t) = exp(--wt) u(r). Then with f,(t) =: exp(-wt)f(t), g,(t) =: 
exp(-wt)g(t), problem (2.3) is equivalent to 
W) = (A (0 - w) 4) + f,(t), 
Bw(t) = go,(t), t E J, 
w(0) = h. 
t E J, 
(2.4) 
Set w,Jf) = Bw(t)-‘g,(t) E N(w -A(t)), and w,(t) = w(t) - wN(t) E D,. 
Therefore the solution of (2.4) can be written as 
W = w,(f) + B,(f) - ‘s,(O, (2.5) 
where rvO(r) satisfies 
4,(t) = &(f) - ~1 w,,(t) + f,(t) - tii)N(t), 
w,(O) = P,W, 
t E J, 
i.e., keeping into account the previous lemma, 
c;‘,,(f) = (A,(f) - w) %,(Q + f,(f) - B,(t)- ‘&,W 
- (0 - A&))- ‘k(f) B,(O ‘g,(f), 
w,(O) = P,(O) h. 
(2.6) 
* That is, a solution of the associated integral equation. 
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To the above (linear, non-homogeneous, non-autonomous) equation we can 
apply standard results, by which the claim follows. 
Our next goal is to prove a positivity result for (2.3). To this end, we need 
some preliminary results: 
LEMMA 2.3. For everJlfi.ued s E J, every u E D+ is the D-limit of vectors 
u^ E D +, satisfying A(s)u  ^ <j%, for a suitable constant /I = p(& s) > 0. 
Proof: Choose w > w,,, and split u = u0 + u,~, u, E D,, u,E 
N(o -A(s)). We may suppose that u0 belongs to the domain of A,(s)‘, since 
the latter is dense in D ,,; because of the assumption (D,-2), we then have: 
A(s)u, < &s)d,, for some p(s) > 0. Setting u, = u + E#~(s), we get 
A(s)u, = A(s)u, + E&(S) 4,,(s) + WU,~ 
= (A(s) - w)u, + e&,(s) &,(s) + mu 
< @(s, - OJ + &&(S)) #o(s) + ml <P(u,, S)UE, 
where /I&u,, s) = max{ (l/c)[&s) - o + &(s)], o 1. 
The lemma is therefore proved, since u is the limit of the u:s. 
LEMMA 2.4. Every gE C’(J, Z’) is the C’(J,Z)-limit of functions 
g E C’(J; Z’), satisfying 2(t) Q q&t), t E J, for a suitable constant 
rl= rlw > 0. 
ProoJ: Parallel to that of the above Lemma 2.3, (b,(s) being now replaced 
by exp(yt)z,, y > 0. In fact, given g E C’(J; Z’), setting g,(t) = g(t) + 
E exp(yt)z,, we obtain 
where K = { g(t), t E J), oK is as in assumption (ZB-2), and q(g,) = 
(l/e)(wK + YE ev(ti)). 
LEMMA 2.5. Every v E C(J; D+) is the C(J; D)-limit of functions 0, 
I? E C(J, D + ), satisfying 
(w - A,(t)) - ‘k(t) G(t) < M(t) forallw>o,, tEJ, (2.7) 
where 8 = e(o) is a positive constant. 
Proof: Recall the assumption (0,.2) and, for fixed v E D ‘, consider the 
set 
((0 - A,(t))-‘&) v(t); w0 < w < +oo, t E J). 
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This is a well-defined, compact subset of Di, since 
Therefore there is an a > 0 (depending on u only) such that 
(co -A,(r))-‘k(t) V(f) f ad, for all w>w,,tEJ. 
Now any v E C(J; Df ) can be approximated by v, =: v + Ed,,, and for 
such vectors the wanted property holds with 0(v,) = a/a. 
Remark. The same result holds if v(t) has the special form v(t) = 
B,(t)- ‘g,(t), where g,(t) = exp(--wt) g(f), g E C(J; Z’); that is, (2.7) holds 
with I? replaced by B,(t)-’ exp(--of) g(t), with $+ g in C(J; Z), and some 
13 = 0(g) > 0. This is true because (B,(t)-‘g,(t); q, Q o < too; f E J} is a 
bounded set in D. 
We are now ready to prove the announced positivity result: 
THEOREM 2.6. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 to hold, and, in 
addition, f(t) E X+, g(t) E Z+ for all t E J; h E X’. (i) Then the (mild) 
solution u(t) of (2.3) is nonnegative: u(t) E X+, t E J. (ii) Zf, in addition, 
g(t) 2 go E z+\(o), orf f 0, or h & 0, then there exists a positive function 
a(t), a(t) > 0 such that u(t) > a(t)d, for t > 0. 
Proof To prove the first claim we may suppose-since the solutions 
depends continuously on the data-that A(O)h < wh, g(t) < og(t), 
(w - A,(t))-‘A(C) B,(t)-‘g,(t) < oB,(r)-‘g,(t), where w  is chosen so that 
w  2 Max,, Pth, 01, h(g), Wg)}. A s in the proof of Theorem 2.2, write 
b!(t) = exp(-of) u(t) and split w  = w. + wN. That wN > 0 follows, since 
g > 0 and wN(t) = B,(f)-‘g,(t). To prove that w,(t) > 0, use representation 
(2.6); observe in fact that (a) P,(O)h = (o - A,(O))-‘(o - A(O))h > 0, since 
(w -A,(O))-’ is a positive operator and because of the choice of h and o; 
W k.iW’i,O) = UV’(~O) - w(t)) exp(-M < 442) 4&-‘g,tf)~ 
whence --B,(t)-‘g,(t) - (o - A,(t))-‘k(t)B,(t)-‘go(t) > 0; (c) f,(t) > 0 
by assumption. Since G,(t, t’) is a positive operator, the first claim follows. 
As to the second part of the theorem, observe that, if we assume f (t) & 0 or 
h f 0, using the first part, we obtain u(t) > p(t), where 
litt) = A (1) PO) + f (0, 
BP(f) = 0, t E J, 
p(O)=hED+, 
t E J, 
i.e., p(t) = P,(t) p(r) = pa(t) E Do ; thus A(t) p(t) = A,(r) pa(t). Since G,(t, t’) 
is do-positive for f > t’, f(t) f 0 or h & 0 imply a(r < p(t) < u(t) with 
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cl(t) > 0 (t > 0); on the other hand, if we assume g(t) > g, > 0, we have 
likewise u(t) > q(t). where 
4(t) = A(t) 4(l), t E J, 
BqW = go, t E J, 
q(0) = 0. 
Proceeding as in the proof of the first part, the result easily obtains. 
3. THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM: 
ASSUMPTIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
3.a. Assumptions on the Nonlinear Part and Basic Properties of the 
Quasilinear Problem 
In the following, we shall denote by A = A(t) a family of linear operators 
defined for I E R; the class a and the spaces X, Xf, D, 2, etc., are defined as 
in Section 2. 
Denote by 2’ a neighbourhood of Xf in X. We introduce the function 
F: R x d’ -+X with the following properties: 
(F-l) For any u EX’, f E R, F(t, U) is a linear operator such that 
F(., U) + A(.) E 8’ whenever u E Xt. 
(F-2) F is C ‘qU-Frechet differentiable as a map from R x X+ to 
L/(X, X), and the partial derivative (F(t, u)u), satisfies 
A(.) + (_L (F(., Bu, + (1 - B)u,)(Bu, + (1 - Qu,)), d0 E 8, 
-0 
for all u,,u*ED+. 
(F-3) For all U, u E X+ the linear map on X, 
z --$ -F,((t, u)(o, z)) 
is positive and has a trivial kernel whenever u, u E X’\{O}; moreover, there 
is a 6, > 0 and a C > 0 such that 
(F(r, u) - F(t, 0))~ > -Cd*(F(t, 0) - F(t, do))&, 
whenever t > 0, and u E Do satisfies 0 < u < ad,,, for any 6 E (0,6,). 
(F-4) There is some u’E D+\(O} such that (i) u’> ad, for some u > 0: 
(ii) A(f)u’ + F(t, u@i < 0 for all t > 0; (iii) Bzi > 0. 
Then one can prove the following 
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LEMMA 3.1. The homogeneous problem in X 
i(t) = A(t) u(t) + qt, u(t)> u(t), h(t) = 0 
u(0) = h, hEX+ 
has a unique global (i.e., defined for all t > 0) solution u(t), which belongs to 
D,f for all t > 0. This solution can be written as u(r) = G(t, O)h, where 
G(r, s), defined for t > s as an operator on Xf, satisfies 
(G-l) G(s, s) = Z, for all s E R. 
(G-2) For all t > s, s E R, G(t, s) maps continuously X+ into X+. 
(G-3) For t > s, s E R, G(t, s) maps continuously X’ into D,+ (the 
latter space being endowed with the D-norm, i.e., with the graph norm of 
A,(r), for any r). In particular, for t > s, G(t, s) is completely continuous as 
a map from X to D(A,(r)“) (any r), endowed with the graph norm, if 
(3 E [O, 1). 
(G-4) G(t, s) G(s, r) = G(t, r) for any r < s < t, r E R. 
(G-5) If h,, h, E X+, h, < h,, then G(t, s)h, < G(t, s)h,, for any t > s; 
if, in addition, h, ( h,, then for any t > s there is an (L > 0 such that 
G(t, s)h, - G(t, s)h, > ad,. 
(G-6) The trajectories (G(t, s)h; t - s >, 6 > O} of (3.1) are, for any 
h E X+, 6 > 0, relatively compact in the graph norm of D(A,(r)“) (for any 
r), whenever o E [ 0, 1). 3 
Sketch of the prooJ Local existence of a mild solution can be easily 
established, whenever h E X, by standard local contraction arguments. This 
proves as well that u E X+ whenever h E X+. In fact, consider the map Q 
defined on C(0, T; X,?) (X: denoting the set of the x E X+, 11x1/ < r) as 
follows: (C&(t)) = u(t), u being the (mild) solution on [0, T] of 
d = A(t)v + F(t, U(l))& u(0) = u(0). 
Now Q maps, for T and r small enough, C(0, T, X:) into itself, and it is a 
contraction on this set, thus proving the claim. 
To prove global existence, observe that a solution u(t) E X+ of (3.1) on 
10, T] satisfies 
Li = (A(t) + F(t, 0)) u(t) -f(f), 
u(0) = h E X+, 
h(t) = 0, 
3 From now on, this norm will be called u-norm for short and denoted by 11 I(U. 
505 ‘4513.8 
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wheref(t) =: (F(t, 0) - F(t, u))) u(t) is a continuous function, which, because 
of assumption (F-3), takes its values in X+. Thus for I E (0, T]: 
u(t) < v(t), 
v(t) being the solution of d = (A(t) + F(f, 0)) u(f), u(0) = h. Since v(t) is 
globally defined, and the norm in X is monotone, we deduce an a priori 
estimate for u(f), which entails global existence. 
The other properties follow from the corresponding ones for the linear 
solution operator G,, taking into account the smoothness of F. Note that the 
monotonicity of G (namely, (G-5)) is a consequence of assumption (F-2): in 
fact, calling u,(t) = G(t, O)h,, u*(t) = G(r, O)h,, w =: U, - u2 solves 
G = A(f)w + 1.’ (F(t, U,) U,), dt’ w, Bw=O, 
-0 
w(0) = h, -h,, where U0 = Us(t) =: @u,(f) + (1 - 8) uz(f). 
To this equation we may then apply the results of the preceding section, thus 
proving the wanted montonicity of G. 
In a similar way we can prove the following 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose u(f) = u(t; h, f, g) is a solution of 
ti = A(t)u + F(t, u)u + .L Bu = g 0 2 Oh 
u(O)=hED+, 
(3.2) 
where f E C(0, co; X), g E C’(0, co; Z). Then f, ( fi and g, < g, imply 
u(t; h, f,, g,) < u(t; h, fi, gr) for all t > 0 and if in addition f, SC fi or 
g*(t) - gl(t) > go > 0, then for any t > 0 there is an (x > 0 such that 
u(t; h, fi, gz) - 4t; h, f,, s,> 2 ~4,. 
Remark. Note that local existence for problem (3.2) can be easily 
established, using a representation formula of the type described in Section 2 
(cf. (2.6)). 
3.b. Formulation of the Main Result 
From now on, we shall assume that A( .) and F(-, U) are l-periodic 
functions of t. Correspondingly, the solution operator will enjoy of the 
periodicity property 
G(t + 1, s + 1) = G(t, s), for all t > s, s E 0. 
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We shall be interested in the l-periodic solutions of (3.1) in Xt. To this end, 
we introduce the period map Il relative to (3.1): 
I7= G(l,O). 
Then it is very easy to establish the following 
LEMMA 3.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the l- 
periodic solutions of (3.1) and thefixed points of II. Moreover, if flu* = u*, 
u* E x+, then u* E D,f, and, in fact, u*(t) > a(t)d, for any t, with a 
suitable a(t) > 0. Finally, if flu* = u* E DJ and h E Xf, 
11 G(t, 0)h - G(t, 0)~ * 11 -, 0 as t+oO 
if and only if 
IILt”h-u*ll+O as n+oo. 
Our main result consists of a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a nontrivial l-periodic solution of (3.1) in D,f. To express this 
condition, let us consider the linearized problem on 0: 
ti = (A(t) + F(t, 0)) w(t), Bw(t) = 0, 
and let IZ,, be the associated period map. We then have 
(3.3) 
THEOREM 3.4. I f  spr IT, < 1, no periodic solution of (3.1) exists in X+, 
except zero. Any solution of (3.1) with initial datum u(O) = h E X+ 
converges to zero in any u-norm, u E [0, l), as t + 00. 
On the other hand, if spr lTO > 1, then there is a unique l-periodic solution 
u* E D,‘\(O) of (3.1). Every solution of (3.1) with initial datum 
u(O) = h E X+\(O) approaches u*(t) in any o-norm, u E [0, l), as t -+ 00. 
Remarks. (i) According to the above theorem, the spectral radius spr ZZ, 
plays the role of a bifurcation parameter. 
(ii) If the operators A(t) + F(t, 0) commute with one another for 
different t’s, then spr IZ, can be given a simple expression. In fact, denoting 
by PO(t) the principal eigenvalue of A(t) + F(t, 0), we have 
spr ZZ, = exp .’ PO(t) dt. 
J 0 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let us first present an existence theorem for l-periodic solutions based on 
the concept of l-upper and l-lower solutions (cf. [ 1,6, 7, 121). 
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DEFINITION. A (smooth) function MIX,, wrr(t) E D is called a l-upper 
solution relative to (3.1) if 
ri-,. = A(t) WC. + qt, WV) I’[. + A 
BwL. = g, 
WJ 1) = M’JO) - h, 
wheref; g, h are nonnegative, i.e., f E C’(R;X+), gE C(R; Z’), h E Df. 
The l-lower solutions are defined in a similar way, just reversing the sign 
off, g, h. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose wI,, wL are l-upper and l-lower respectiuelJ*, 
solutions of (3.1), satisfying wL(f) < w,.(t), t E [0, 11. Then there exist l- 
periodic solutions u ‘, u - which are maximal and minimal, respectively, 
within the set {u, u E C’*“(O, 1; D); wL(t) ,< u(t) < w[,(t), t E [0, 1 I}. 
Moreover, if y,, E D ’ satisfies w,(O) ,< y0 < u - (0), then 
lim (1 G(t, 0) y0 - u - (t)ll, = 0, for all 
t-m 
u E (0, 1). 
Likewise, if y, E D + satisJes u+(O) < y0 < wL,(0), then 
lim I( G(f, 0) y,, - ut (011, = 0, t-03 
for all 0 E [0, 1). 
Prooj Observe that, because of the monotonicity properties of G, 
wL(t) < G(t, 0) w,(O), and, likewise, wr,(t) > G(t, 0) w,(O) for t > 0. If 
~~(0) < y, < wL,(0), the monotonicity of G implies furthermore 
G(t, 0) w,(O) < G(t, 0) y, < G(t, 0) w,(O). Setting t = 1, using the above 
remark and the definition of l-upper and l-lower solutions, we obtain 
Thus the set ( y, E D +; ~~(0) < J’,, < W,,(O)} is H-invariant, and {P’w~.(O)}. 
(n”w,(O)} are nondecreasing and nonincreasing, sequences. These facts, 
together with the complete continuity of IT, show that such sequences do 
have limits in the X-norm, called u- and u +, respectively. These limits are 
fixed points of l7, and because of the monotonicity of L7, it is easily seen that 
they satisfy 
lim IIn”y, - u- I( = 0 
n-m 
for any y0 E Df, ~~(0) ,< y0 < u-, 
and 
lim 11 n”y, - u + 11 = 0 
n-cc 
for any y,, E D + , u + < y, < w,,(O). 
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The required convergence to u *(I) =: G(t, 0)~ * then follows, in the X-norm, 
because of Lemma 3.3. As to the u-convergence, it follows because of the o- 
relative compactness of the trajectories of (3.1) (cf. Lemma 3.1). 
Our next aim is to prove a uniqueness result for nonzero nonnegative 
solutions. To this end, we premit the following 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose u,, u2 are l-periodic solutions of (3.1), taking 
uatues in X+\{O} (hence in D$\{Oi), and satisfying u,(O) < u,(O). Then u, 
and uZ coincide. 
Proof: If not, by property (G-5) (cf. Lemma 3.1), u,(t) - u,(t) > a(t 
with a(t) > 0, for t > 0. Thus z(t) =: u*(t) - u,(t) satisfies 
i = A(t)Z + F(t, u,)z + 1’ F,(t, U,) u2 d< z, 
-0 
(4.1) 
where U, =: u,(t)< + (1 - <) u*(t) verties U, > a’(t)d,, c?(t) > 0 for t > 0. 
Because of assumption (F-3), -F,(t, Ul)u,z belongs to X+\{O}, so that, if we 
define w through 
G(t) = A(t) w(t) + F(f, u,(t)) w(t), (4.2) 
we obtain, by comparison, 
40 < w(t) for t > 0. (4.3) 
Now consider the period maps for the linear equations (4.1) and (4.2), 
respectively, we shall denote by II, and II,, respectively. Both are do- 
positive, compact operators, and 
nzu,w = u,(O)+ (4.4) 
since u, is a i-periodic solution of (3.1). As u,(O) > ad, (for some positive 
a), it follows spr 17, = 1 [S]. On the other hand, because of (4.3), we infer 
(see, e.g., [2]), spr I7, < spr Z7, = 1. As a consequence, IIz(n)ll < \lz(O)ll for n 
large enough, which contradicts the fact that z(t), as difference of two l- 
periodic functions, should be l-periodic. This completes the proof. 
To proceed further, let us note the following result, the proof of which 
readily follows from the assumed monotonicity of F (cf. assumption (F-3)). 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose u E D:\(O) is a l-periodic solution of (3.1). Then. 
for any p E (0, 1 ), pu is a 1-lotr?er solution, and for any p > 1, pu is a 1 -upper 
solution. 
We are now in position to prove the announced uniqueness result. 
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THEOREM 4.4. There is at most one I-periodic solution of (3.1) lying in 
D,‘\@/. 
Proof: Pick two such solutions u, , u2. 
By choosing appropriately p,, pz (0 < p, < 1 < p2) and using assumption 
(D,-2), we may obtain p, u,(f) <p,u,(f). Using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.1, we find 
u + (0, u-(t) maximal and minimal l-periodic solutions, respectively, within 
the set of the ~(0’s satisfying p, u,(f) < y(t) <pPzuz(f). In particular, 
u -(t) < u + (0, and the 1-periodic’solutions u, and u? lie between u- and u +. 
Applying Lemma 4.2 to u -, u ’ then proves the desired result. 
Let us conclude this section with the following alternative theorem: 
THEOREM 4.5. Let u’ be as in assumption (F-4). Then either of the 
following alternatives is met: 
(i) For any A> 1, Il”K+ 0 in X. 
(ii) There is a j > 1, such that lI”k-+ u* E D,+\{O). 
In case (i), for any u,, E Xi, G(t, O)u, + 0 in D”, for any u E [O. 1). In 
case (ii), u* is the unique fixed point of ll in D,‘\{O}, and, for any 
ql E X’\{O), 
II G(h ON, - G((, Oh* Ilo -, 0 as I+ co,for any oE [O,l). 
Proof: Since for any 12 1, Au is a l-upper solution, by Lemma 4.1, 
(Fnu ) is a nonincreasing, convergent sequence. Thus the asserted alter- 
native holds. As to the consequences of (i) and (ii), let us proceed as follows: 
(i) if for any I> 1 l7”nu + 0, no l-periodic solution exists in X+ except 
zero. Moreover, for any u, E X+ and any fixed I’ > 0, G(f’, O)u, E D_o’. Thus 
there is a 1 such that G(f’, O)u, < k, whence I]ZI”G(t’, O)u,]( < ]II7”13~ 1) -+ 0. 
so that G(t, O)u, -+ 0 as t -+ co, in X, whence in any (s-norm, u E (0, 1) (see 
Lemma 4.1 above). In case (ii), the uniqueness of u* follows from Theorem 
4.4. To prove global attractivity of u* within X+\{O}, observe first that, by 
Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, the set of initial data {u, E 0:: pu* < u, ,< (l/p)u*, 
0 < p < 1 } is attracted by u* (relative to any a-norm, u E [0, 1)). Since 
u*(t) > a(r (with a(t) > 0) for any f E [0, 11, and because of the d,- 
positivity of G(f, 0) for t > 0, the claim follows. 
The above results enable us to provide the proof for Theorem 3.4: 
To prove the first part of this theorem, recall Theorem 4.5 above: assume 
then spr I7, < 1 and suppose, by contradiction, that a l-periodic solution 
u E D,‘\(O) of (3.1) exists. Consider then the linear equation in Dz 
$0 = A(f) w(t) + F(t, u(t)) w(t) 
= (A(t) + F(t, 0)) w(t) + {F(f, u(t)) - F(f, 0) } w(t). 
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and let n, be the associated period map. Since F(t, 0) - J’(t, u(r)) is a 
positive operator, ZZ, w0 < n, wO, for any w, E D,\(O). Thus spr II, < 
spr n, < 1. In particular, 
II Oil = Iln”,u(o)ll < II 4N 
for n large enough, which contradicts the 1-periodicity of U. 
To prove the second part, observe that, since spr 17, =: 4 > 1, there is a 
vector w0 E D, satisfying w0 > ad, for some a > 0 such that n, w,, = qw,. In 
other words, the linear equation (3.3) has a solution w(t) satisfying 
w0 = w(0) < w(1). This is sufficient to prove that (3.1) admits a l-lower 
solution wL, wL > ad, for some a > 0; in fact, define w,(t) as G(t, 0) 6w, for 
6 > 0; then 
WL(l) = mwo) 
’ = 6l7, w, + 
5 
G(l, s)(F(s, U(S)) - F(s, 0)) U(S) ds 
0 
s 
I 
>q6wo-c6* G( 1, s)(W, do) - F(s, 0)) do ds, 
0 
where use was made of assumption (F-3). Since do > a-‘~,, we see that 
WL(l) > 4 6w, + o(62)w,, and, q being larger than one, we conclude 
WLU) > WL(O) 
provided 6 is small enough; the claim then follows by applying Lemma 4.1. 
5. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the parabolic equation 
-+ b,-g+f(r,x,u)u, 
h=l h 
x E n, t > 0, 
au +/3$=0, eaa, 00, 
(5.1) 
where 
(i) R is an open bounded subset of R”, with smooth boundary aQ. 
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(ii) The uhk’s and the b,‘s are smooth functions of x E fi, t E R, l- 
periodic in t; furthermore, the ahk’ s satisfy the ellipticity condition 
c 
h.z, 
a,,(4 6 rhrk > q)(t) bPl for all r E R”, where a,(t) > 0. 
(iii) a and /3 are nonnegative smooth functions of x E X!, a’ + /I’ > 0. 
(iv) j-is a smooth function of t E R, x E fi, u 2 0, l-periodic in t, and 
such that afl& < 0, and f(t, x, M,) < 0 for some M, > 0 and any x E fi. 
tE F?. 
Remark. It is well-known that problem (5.1) has a unique local solution 
24(x, t) satisfying u(x, 0) = uO(x) E L”(Q); moreover 
(a) u is smooth when t > 0, so that for studying the asymptotics of 
(5.1) we can confine ourselves to smooth initial data, satisfying the boundary 
conditions. 
(b) If u,, > 0, the a priori estimate 
0 < u(x, t) GM0 = max{M,, )IuoJIL., ) 
holds, by which global existence is guaranteed; moreover we can replace f 
and 8f/& by appropriate truncations, so that, in the following, there will be 
no loss of generality if we suppose both f and L?flau to be bounded functions. 
To study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (5.1) with 
nonnegative initial data, let us set (with reference to our general framework) 
x = LP(12), p > n; X+ = {uEX,u>O a.e.}; 
‘j 
D = W’*p(Q) c C’(B); B=P$+a; Z = B(D); 
Do = ker B = N(B); 
(F(t, u)v)(x) = f(t, -G u(x)) v(x). 
Observe that (Do-l), (Do-2), and (ZB-2) are easily verified, as well as 
(F- 1 k(F-4) (with u = MO), so Theorem 3.4 applies. Notice that, since p > n. 
the u-convergence amounts to the uniform convergence, provided u is close 
to one. 
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As a matter of fact, the practical evaluation of spr ZI,, (see Theorem 3.4) 
may be difficult. However, if 
A(t) = a(r and f(t, x, 0) is independent of x, (5.2) 
a being smooth, positive, l-periodic, and A a time-independent elliptic 
operator, spr L’, is explicitly computable; in fact, putting f(t, 0) = f(t. x. 0). 
the equation 
- = a(t) AU + f(t, O)u, 
at 
the period map of which is IZ,, has the solution 
u(x, t) = cpo(x) exp 
( 
1” (-&a(s) + f(s, 0) ds), 
-0 
where -Jo, pa(x) are the principal eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively. 
of A. Now (5.3), with t = 1, shows that #o is a positive eigenvector of IZ,, the 
associated eigenvalue being 
E =: 1.’ (-a(s + f(s, 0)) ds. 
-0 
(5.4) 
The spectral radius of ZI, is therefore e’, so that we can conclude: 
COROLLARY 5.2. Consider Eq. (5.1) with the additional assumption 
(5.2) and definition (5.4). Then a necessary and su.#kient condition for the 
existence of a (unique) I-periodic solution is E > 0. If E < 0, every 
nonnegative solution decays asymptotically to zero (supremum norm), while 
if E > 0, every nonnegative (nonzero) solution approaches the (unique) 
nonnegative nontrivial l-periodic solution (again in the supremum norm).’ 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Consider now the parabolic system 
824 
L=Ai(t)Ui+ 2 fii(t,x,u)ui, 
at 
x E R, t > 0, 
j=l 
(5.5) 
CZiU[+pi~=OT x E cm, t > 0, 
’ This result extends to the case of more general boundary conditions Theorems 3.1, 5.5 ol 
Ill. 
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for i = I,..., m. Here u = (u, e.. u,) and 
(i’) R is as in assumption (i) of Example 5.1 above, 
(ii’) each Ai (i = I,..., m) is as in Example 5.1, 
(iii’) each ai, pi (i = l,..., m) is as in (iii) above; 
<iv’) f = <.hj> is a smooth (m x m) matrix-valued function of t E R, 
x E a, u E (IF? + u (0))m, l-periodic in t. 
Moreover, the matrices f(r, x, u) and 
namely, 
have positive off-diagonal entries, for all t > 0, x E ti, u E (R + \{O })“: 
(v’) for the same values of t, x, U, the matrix (D,f(t, x, u))u (defined 
above) has nonpositive entries, not all vanishing; 
(vi’) there is a vector v E (IT? ‘)” such that 
5 hj(t,X,U ,,..., ui )...) U,)Vj<O 
j=l 
for all t E R, x E a, u: uk E [0, uk], k # i, holds for all i = l,..., m. 
Remark 5.4. With respect to the case of a single equation, discussed in 
the preceding example, here a new requirement appears, namely, the quasi- 
monotonicity of the map u + f(t, X, u)u (see (iv’)). 
Remark 5.5. Nonlinearities of this kind intervene in the “positive 
feedback systems” [lo]. A simple instance is, with m = 2, provided by (cf. 
[31)7 
where (xii > 0, and the (smooth, l-periodic in t) function @ satisfies 
9>0, 9, ,< 09 4” + 4 > 0 for all t E R, x E fi, u > 0, 
v(t,-~,u),<a,,a,ZIa,* for all t E R, x E fi, u large enough. 
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It can be easily proved that, assuming (i’)-(vi’), and setting 
x = (LyR))m, X+ = {u E X, ui > 0 a.e. (i = l,..., m)}, 
D = ( W2~P(S2))m, B=diag (j?ik+ui)’ Z=B(D), 
D, = ker B = N(B), 
A(t) = diag(A i(l)),’ 
(F(f, U)V)i(X) = ’ &jict, x, u>) vj(x>T 
,T, 
our general assumptions are fulfilled, so that Theorem 3.4 applies, yielding a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a (unique, globally 
attractive) l-periodic nonnegative, nontrivial solution. This condition is 
expressed in terms of the period map relative to the system linearized on 
zero. 
It is useful to display this necessary and sufficient condition in a simpler 
way, which is possible under appropriate additional assumptions. Suppose in 
fact 
A(t) = a(t) PA and f(t, x, 0) = f(t, 0) (independent of x), (5.6) 
where a is a positive, smooth, l-periodic function and P a m x m positive 
definite constant diagonal matrix. A is a time-independent elliptic operator, 
with boundary conditions as in Example 5.1. We denote by #0, -A,, the 
corresponding principal eigenvector and eigenvalue. 
We shall consider as well the (linear, ordinary) system 
i = (-&a(t)P + f(4 0))P. 
Let nzrd be the associated period map. We shall prove 
(5.7) 
LEMMA 5.6. Consider system (5.5) with the additional assumption (5.6). 
If spr Bzrd Q 1, then no periodic nonnegative solution exists, except zero, to 
which any nonnegative solution converges (unz$ormly) as t -+ 00; if 
spr ZZzrd > 1, then th ere is a unique nonnegative nontrivial l-periodic 
solution, to which every nonnegative nonzero solution converges uniformly as 
t+m. 
Proof. Consider first the case spr 17ird = q < 1. Because of the 
assumptions, Z7grd has a unique positive eigenvector fi = (ij), fij > 0 for all 
5 It is easy to see that our results hold as well for more general (non-diagonal) forms of the 
differential part. 
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j = l,.... tn. associated with the eigenvalue q. Define w(.u. [) = pan p(r ). 
where p > 0, and p(f) is the solution of (5.7) with p(0) = fi. Then v(.u, 1) < 
~(s, 0); moreover it is easy to see that a solution u(x. t) of (5.5) with 
u(s, 0) = q.r(x, 0) satisfies u(x, 1) < \11(x, t) in R x iii *. Thus such a solution 
verifies u(x, 1) < u(x, 0), and it can be readily shown (cf., e.g., the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 in ] 121) that u(., t) + 0 (uniformly). Because of the 
arbitrariness of p > 0, the asymptotic convergence to zero of any nonnegative 
solution is established. 
To prove the second part of the lemma. consider again the positive eigen- 
vector of IT:‘” with eigenvalue q > I,@, so that the solution p(l) = qp(0). But 
p(t)&,(x) is a solution of the system obtained by linearizing (5.5) on zero, 
whence we conclude that spr IZ, > q > 1; the claim then follows by applying 
Theorem 3.4. 
A particular mention deserves the case in which (genuine) periodicity 
appears in our system via a small perturbation. To this end, let us assume, in 
addition to (5.6), 
f(f, x. u> = f(t, u) (independent of x), for all r, u (5.6’) 
and, introducing the time averages 
.l 
a= 
I (1 
a t dt, 
-0 
f<u, = jl f(t, u) dt, 
let us define the deviations 
a(t) = ~7 - a(t), 
We then have 
THEOREM 5.7. Consider system (5.5) with the additional assumptions 
(5.6~(6’), and define a, 4 through (5.8). Consider the ordinary autonomous 
system 
i = -I,tiPz + “&)z, (5.9) 
and suppose that -LotiP + f(0) has some eigenvalue with positive real part. 
This implies that (5.9) has a positive, asymptotically stable equilibrium 
solution z*. Assume d(t, z*) # 0. Then if a, $ are small enough (relative to 
the “sup” norm), the (periodic, parabolic) system (5.5) has a unique 
nonnegative nontrivial l-periodic solution, which globally attracts, uniformly, 
every nonnegative nonzero solution. 
Proof: By known results [13], the hypotheses of Theorem 5.7 imply that 
the nonlinear l-periodic ordinary system 
i = -L,a(t)Pr + f(t, r)r 
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has a l-periodic positive solution (lying near z*), c*. By comparison 
arguments, it is seen that r* is a lower solution relative to the l-periodic 
linear system (5.7). In particular, the solution p of (5.7) with p(0) = r*(O) 
satisfies p(1) > p(0). Now consider p(t) q$(x); it is a solution of the system 
obtained linearizing (5.5) on zero, and p( 1) q&(x) > p(0) q+,(x) in R. As it can 
be seen from the proof of Theorem 3.4, this is sufficient to establish the 
existence of a (nonnegative, nontrivial) l-lower solution for the full system 
5.5, thus completing the proof. 
APPENDIX 
Let us recall some definitions [8 1, [2]: 
-A cone Xt in a real Banach space X is a closed convex subset of X 
such that (i) ruEX+, tE IR’; (ii) u E X is zero if both u and -u belong to 
X’. 
- A cone Xt is called reproducing if any u E X is of the form 
u=u,-u2, with u,,u*EX+. 
- We shall write u > u (respectively, u > ~7) if u - u E X + (resp. 
u - 1) E x+\(o}). 
-A cone X+ is called minihedral if for any u,, uZ E X+ there is an 
SE Xt such that u^>u,, u^>u,. 
-The norm ]] . ]] of X is called (X+)-monotonic if u,, uz E Xt, u, < u? 
implies II uI II < II 4 II. 
-Given a vector u,, E X+\(O}, (‘) I a vector u > 0 is called u,-positive if 
u > au0 for some a > 0; (ii) a linear bounded operator T on X is called 
positive if TX+ c ,I?, while it is called u,-positive if for any u > 0 there 
exist a, /I E IF + and n E n\l such that au,, < T”u < &, . 
A basic result is the following (Perron-Frobenius-Krein-Rutman) 
theorem: 
THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space, and Xc c X a reproducing cone. 
Let T be a linear compact operator, which is u,-positive for some u,, > 0). 
Then 
(i) There exists an u,-positive eigenvector Q0 of T, T@, =P,,#~, and the 
associated eigenvalue p. is simple. 
(ii) Any T-invariant subspace of X which contains positive vectors 
contains &, too. 
(iii) The magnitude of any other eigenvalue of T is (strict&) less than 
PO. 
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